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 LibraryLinkNJ New Website Orientation Webinar – 4/26/11 – Chat 

Transcript 

  Marian Bauman:can the first primary contact add the second one? 

  misun:You need to type in your library name exactly as it is listed on the Member 

Search Page. 

  misun:I will double-check, but I remember that Mercer County Library System is in the 

database. 

  misunlease send me an email so that I can reply to you. 

  misun:^_^; 

  misun:when you change your password, a message will show up recommending to 

choose a password that contains at least 6 characters.  This is just a recommendation 

for you to create a secure password, but not a requirement. 

  misunlease make sure that you log in first 

  misunrimary contacts still have to create their user account. 

  Tammy Marshall:When I registerd I had problems with the "Job Responsibilities" field. 

It wouldn't let me choose more than one, actually, I could either choose just one of all. It 

was very glitchy. 

  misun:You can select more than one responsibility by pressing the Ctrl key and 

clicking another responsibilities. 

  misun:This instruction is also listed below the job responsibilities data field. 

  Tammy Marshall:I know, but that ddin't work.  

  misun:Let me get back to you on this. 

  Tammy Marshall:It was very sensitive, with the highlighted fields going all over the 

place. 

  Tammy Marshall:OK 

  Arlen Kimmelman:will our historical stats show here? 

  misun:no. 

  Guest 8:Maybe I missed it - a library can have more than one primary contact? 

  misun:yes 

  misun:you can have two primary contacts. 

  Arlen Kimmelman:will the stats hist change in the future? 

  Arlen Kimmelman:How do I get historical reports? 

  Arlen Kimmelman:Just from JerseyCat? 

  misun:we have hard copy records for past months. 

  misun:each library will have to keep their daily stat log sheet at least for 12 months. 

  Arlen Kimmelman:OK - we'll use JerseyCat's historical stats. - that's what I meant. 

Thanks 

  guest 9:ship out using the delivery service only? not thing we mail? 

  misun:CJRLC Google Group may discontinue. 

  misun:no 

  Tammy Marshall:No listserve at all?  

  misun:INFOLINK and CJRLC listservs will discontinue in about 30-60 days. 

  Bob Keithoesn't it have a link to your username on the replies? 
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  misun:not at the moment. 

  misun:I am looking at it now with permission settings. 

  misun:we do not want everyone can see all the personal information. 

  misunlease know that Forums and comments are set by Drupal core module and i will 

continue to work on custimizing some of the features. 

  Dave Lisa:Will users be able to add an avatar and signature file for their forum posts? 

  misun:not at the moment, but that is possible. 

  Dave Lisa:Thanks Mi-Sun 

  Arlen Kimmelman:Are there any RSS feeds on the Forums? 

  misun:yes, Joanne will talk about that shortly 

  misun:oh, not specifically for forums 

  Tammy Marshalloes Institutional Forums cover Special Libraries and other small or 

non-typical libraries? Or shoudl there be a seperate place for them? 

  misun:yes, we will modify the forum types as we get more suggestions 

  Arlen Kimmelmano you have any pull getting Facebook & Twitter unblocked at my 

school? LOLOL :o( 

  Beth Cackowski:Just to be clear, there is no way to subscribe to just one specific 

forum? 

  Arlen Kimmelman:Working on it  

  Beth Cackowski:cool 

  misun:i confirm that. 

  Marian Bauman:This was a very pleasant training, ladies.  Love the fact that i don't 

have to have headphones on or be on the phone to hear the sound.  Thanks! 

  patricia heyer:Thank you! 

  Arlen Kimmelman:Thank you! 

  guest 3:Thank you very much--this was very helpful! 

  Julie DuBois:Thank you!  

  Jay Chatterjee:Thank you! 

  Kate McGivern:Thanks Joanne. Site seems very user friendly 

  Tammy Marshall:Thank you 

  Janet Simeone 2:Thank you! 

  misun:thank you for attending! 

  Joan Serpico:Glad I signed on - very informative.  Thank you. 

  Mary Jo Jennings:Thanks  

  Kate: Thank you  

  Debbie M.:Thanks Joanne.   

  Arlen Kimmelman:Get some sleep, Mi-Sun  

  Karen Brodsky:Thanks 

  Dave Lisa:Bravo to everyone at LLNJ on this roll-out. Spectacular job! Thank you very 

much for this session, Joanne. 

  Patricia Gorman:thank you. Patty 

  misun:thanks! 

  Gerry McMahon:Thank you! 

  Margaret Rose O'Keefe:thanks! 
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  Christine Pelchat-Miller:thanks much. 

  Guest 8:Thanks, all!  Great presentation! 

  Jennifer Servello:Thanks!  very informative 

  guest 7:thanks Joanne, Wendy Whipple 


